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LLL class

LLL class is defined in file lll.h .

template <class ZT, class FT> class LLLReduction

{

public:

LLLReduction(MatGSOInterface <ZT , FT > &m,

double delta , double eta , int flags);

MatGSOInterface <ZT , FT > &m;

FT delta , eta;

...
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LLL class

Two main functions of the LLL class:

/**

@brief LLL reduction.

@param kappa_min minimal index to go back to

@param kappa_start index to start processing

@param kappa_end end index (exclusive)

@param size_reduction_start only perform size

reductions using vectors starting

at this index

*/

bool lll(int kappa_min = 0, int kappa_start = 0,

int kappa_end = -1,

int size_reduction_start = 0);
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LLL class

Two main functions of the LLL class:

/**

@brief Size reduction.

Perform size reduction for all vectors between

‘kappa_start ‘ and ‘kappa_end ‘.

@param kappa_min start index

@param kappa_end end index (exclusive)

@param size_reduction_start only perform size

reductions using vectors

starting at this index

*/

inline bool size_reduction (int kappa_min = 0,

int kappa_end = -1,

int size_reduction_start = 0);

Remark: this function “size reduction()” is just public version of a private
function “babai()”.
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Ref: “Floating-point LLL Revisited”, Nguyen & Stehle, 2005.
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FPLLL uses

I Cholesky-like factorization in computing GSO;

I size reduction is done by a lazy reduction (function “babai()”).
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L2 algorithm: Cholesky-like factorization

Cholesky-like factorization for computing GSO

Remark: Outer loop i = 1 to d is not really used in FPLLL. FPLLL use
this as a subroutine for fixed i in its lazy size-reduction.
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L2 algorithm: lazy size-reduction

Cholesky-like factorization for computing GSO

Remark: Line 2 update GSO using the Cholesky-like factorization.

Remark: Above figure is exactly what is done in the function “babai()” in
FPLLL.
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L2 algorithm: infinite loop

Remark: the main source of infinite loop is the lazy size-reduction. It is
detected by watching if the µi ,j appearing are indeed decreasing (at some
speed) at each loop iteration of the size-reduction. If this stops being the
case, then something incorrect is happening.

In practice, the precision needs to be setup properly for a successful L2. If
precision too small, fails; if too large, waste running-time. Wrapper class
provides a way to automatically do this.
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Wrapper class

The main function of the Wrapper class is “Wrapper::lll()”

I At beginning, try “fast lll()” on flp types consecutively: double, long
double, dd. (Remark: “fast” means using flag GSO ROW EXPO)

I If failed at k, call either “proved loop()” or “heuristic loop()”
depending on k (and with increasing precision if failed).

I In the end, redo LLL with a “proved lll()” (fast).

Difference: proved , heuristic , fast?

@proved: exact gram + exact rowexp

@heuristic: flp. gram + exact rowexp

@fast: flp. gram + approx. rowexp

Remark:

I exact gram: Gram matrix are computed with exact integer or flp.
I approx. rowexp: each row of basis is normalized by a power of 2

before doing conversion to floating-point.
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